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QUESTION 1

William would like to reference an image in a Presentation Template. 

Which of the following is the correct tag he should use to display the image? 

A. [Component key="IMG_header.gif"] 

B. [Component name="IMG_header.gif"] 

C. [Component id="IMG_header.gif"] 

D. [Component tag="IMG_header.gif"] 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

When syndicating an IBM Web Content Manager library, the following statements are all true except: 

A. First-timesyndication to an existing library is not supported. If you attempt to syndicate a library to a subscriber that
already has a library with the same name, an error results. 

B. Information about a Library is only syndicated the first time syndication occursand not on subsequent updates and
rebuilds. If a library is renamed or library user access is changed, this information is not syndicated to the Subscriber. 

C. If content from one library (Library A) uses an item from another library (Library B), you mustinclude both libraries in
the syndicator. Including both libraries ensures that all items are syndicated successfully. 

D. When you switch from "all item" syndication to "live and projects" syndication or "live item" syndication, any drafts
previously syndicated to the subscriber are removed. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Phil is creating a workflow to allow users to have content removed from the site once it is no longer valid. This is set by
using the expire date field on the content item. His publish stageincludes a scheduled move action to move the content
to the expire stage on a given date, based on the general date 1 field. One of his content authors creates a content item
that has a general date 1 field of the 5th of June, and an expiry date of the 12th of June. 

Which of the following statements describes the behavior of this content item? 

A. On the 5th of June, the content item will move to the expire stage, and will be removed from the site 

B. On the 5th of June, the content item will stay in the publish stage as the expiry date has not been reached. 

C. On the 5th of June, the content item will move to the expire stage, but will not be removed from the site until the 12th
of June. 
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D. On the 12th of June, the content item will move to the expire stageand will be removed from the site. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Amanda is building a Workflow to manage content for a website. 

Which of the following correctly describes how she can use Workflow stages in IBM Web Content Manager? 

A. She can assign a Workflow stage to acontent item to determine when it should be published. 

B. She can add a Workflow action to a content item to determine when it should be published. 

C. She can assign a Workflow stage to a content item to determine who has read access to the content item. 

D. She can add a Workflow action to a Workflow stage to allow a content item to be published when it enters the
Workflow stage. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Milan is the administrator for an IBM Web Content Manager server. The accounting department is building a newintranet
site. Milan decided to place the accounting content in its own library. After creating the library, the developers created all
necessary components (such as authoring templates, presentation templates, menus, navigators, and so on) and
secured allitems appropriately. When trying to access the authoring templates in the library, the content creator in the
accounting department cannot see the templates. 

Assuming that the authoring templates themselves are correctly secured what could be the problem? 

A. Milan needs to give the accounting content creators at least Editor access to the newly created library. 

B. Milan needs to give the accounting content creators at least Contributor access to the newly created library. 

C. Milan needs to give the accounting content creators at least User access to the newly created library. 

D. Milan needs to update the System Defined section of each authoring template and give the content creators
Administrator access. 

Correct Answer: B 
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